
Network and Telecom Web home pages

Introduction

These are currently at   and  . They utilize Expression Web 4.0 http://networking.slac.stanford.edu/ http://www2.slac.stanford.edu/comp/telecommunications/
which is no longer supported. The preferred platform for web pages appears to be Drupal and Chip Dalby is the contact. This web page documents the 
task of converting the above two web pages from Expression Web 4.0 to Drupal, and reorganizing the pages so they fit better in the SLAC current web 
architecture.

Progress

Spreadsheet

Chip has made an inventory of the networking.slac.stanford.edu site. It is in https://slac-my.sharepoint.com/:f:/r/personal/cdalby_slac_stanford_edu
. This includes:/Documents/Networking%20Site%20Files?e=5%3Aae07156bd51e412ba2686accdbc96874

Whether the referenced web page is accessible only internally or also accessible externally.
Suggestions on if and where to migrate some of the pages, examples of how to migrate include:

Move to ServiceNow Knowledge Base
Remove page
Whether the link is working

Les went over the spread sheet and identified links to:

Remove
Move to KB
Keep 
Links that need replacement URLs

Remove

Les removed the following URL links from the networking web page.
Photo albums - moved to History
Archive of news items - moved to History
Unique Off-site IP's blocked in the last 24 hours.
Visual trace
TULIP: locate hosts and other methods
Botnet view of the Internet
Network switch status

Move to KB

There are no formal guidelines. Hadas provided the following suggestions:

If the audience is SLAC windows users, KB is preferred. A limited set of Unix users cannot log into ServiceNow. 
If it is for the Networking team, it can be anywhere they want.
There are no requirements for KB – licensed users just write them and publish them. Some ask their team to review and edit, others do not.
It can be a URL to Confluence, or a copy.

The team should decide what is best.
If a URL - the user may need to log in again (to Confluence).
If a copy - it will have to be maintained in both places.
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